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Chapter 1784 Retreat a hundred people with one finger

The people at the scene were dead silent.

Su Hongxiu’s words, like a heavy thunder, slammed into their foreheads!

The cold boaters have always only relied on two things.

That is their Cang Python bloodline and Jiangshan Prayer Seal.

The Cang Python bloodline is the root of their clan, and they can run rampant in
the Cang Python Sky Moat, and even become famous in future generations.
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The Jiangshan Prayer Seal gave them the name of the god of the sea, the icing on
the cake, and they enjoyed all the glory and wealth.

The Jiangshan Prayer Seal was refined by Wiliam, which was equivalent to
nothing.

Now, is the bloodline gone?

In this way, the cold boaters really can no longer be called cold boaters.
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The cold boaters have really exterminated their clan!

Thinking of this, everyone’s faces were filled with unwillingness.

They first knelt down in the direction of Wiliam and Bai Fengxue, and shouted in
a trembling voice: “Ancestor, please, please forgive us? Our blood!”

Wiliam didn’t care about this at all.

Su Hongxiu on the side already knewWiliam’s thoughts. Seeing the mourning in
front of her, her heart was also very calm.
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All of this can’t be blamed on Wiliam or Feng Xue.

It’s all self-inflicted.

At this moment, Su Hongxiu was thinking of something else.

That is this guy Wiliam. It’s really terrifying. If you come into contact with him, if
you have any dissent, he will be counted without even bones left!
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WhenWiliam said the word extermination before, Su Hongxiu was actually a little
uncomfortable.

It’s a bit too much after all.

Although Hanzhou people act arrogantly, they are hypocritical.

But sin does not die.

Let alone genocide.

But I never thought that the word genocide had another deep meaning.

Just like now, when everyone is deprived of their blood, Su Hongxiu will
understand the true meaning of the word genocide.

Wiliam really did what he said, but once again he used an unexpected method.

Wiliam, every word he said, he never regretted every word.

Before he did it, everyone would think he was extremely arrogant and his words
were amazing.

Everyone wants to break their heads, but they can’t think of what kind of method
he will use to achieve what he said.

Until what he said was actually done, everyone regretted it was too late.

At this time, when I look back on what he said, I will feel that the sentences are
intertwined.

Even in retrospect, I feel that everything was traceable, and I feel a sense of
regret that I realized it was too late.

Wiliam is such a person!



Can’t remember the lesson!

Su Hongxiu thought of another thing at this moment.

At the beginning, it was also the person who covered the sky with the sword that
offended Bai Fengxue, and Wiliam threatened to cover the sky with one foot.

At that time, Qijian Zhetiangui was one of the nine sects, and the family
background was extremely rich.

Wiliam can only be regarded as a fledgling boy who has been amazed for some
time.

One foot flat, how arrogant.

But what happened next made Su Hongxiu unforgettable.

A unicorn foot dropped from the sky by Wiliam, directly stepping on the
thousand-year-old sect cleanly!

One foot flat, just one foot flat, without deep meaning, honest and tearful.

Now it’s different.

Genocide is another meaning.

This kind of falsehood is true and false, and people can’t guess what this kid
Wiliam is thinking at all.

Su Hongxiu’s forehead hurts now.

There is a feeling of wanting to break up with Wiliam.

It was so tiring to deal with him.

“I said that you don’t have to pretend here. Since Wiliam has made a decision,
there is absolutely no reason to take it back.” Su Hongxiu said coldly.

The mourning at the scene suddenly became smaller, they looked at Su Hongxiu,
and the flames of hatred burst into their eyes!

This is something to eat inside and out!

“Su Hongxiu! Stop talking nonsense here! You are also a member of the Cold
Boat Race! You have also been deprived of your blood! Your strength has
plummeted! Are you not at all reconciled! Or are you just trying to please Lu here?
Ye, be one of his licking dogs, so that he can take care of you! For your own sake,
disregarding the entire ethnic group, you are really a ruthless, selfish, selfish
bitch!” A group of people immediately scolded Su Hongxiu. .



Facing such cynicism, Su Hongxiu just shook her head.

What is it that a dog changed to eat shit.

That’s it.

The cold boaters have always imposed their own narrow thinking on others,
imagining that everyone is as selfish as them.

There is no cure.

Seeing that Wiliam didn’t speak, the people of the Cold Boat finally began to
admit that their bloodline really didn’t exist.

From then on, the cold boaters are dead in name only.

This strong blow made some people on the scene turn from anger to hatred!

“Damn! These sluts! Everyone, anyway, we have been deprived of our blood now,
and we are no longer the people of the Cold Boat! Then what’s the use of our
humiliation!”

“Yes! We also worship an ancestor of wool! She is no longer our ancestor! I don’t
have such an ancestor who doesn’t care about love and incense!”

“Yes! You are not benevolent and I am not righteous! This kid colluded with Bai
Fengxue and Su Hongxiu to humiliate us like this! How can we give up! Today, we
will use our new identities to ask this kid for an explanation! Otherwise, I can’t
swallow this. Breath!”

Many people were filled with righteous indignation at the moment, and they
pointed their finger at Wiliam and Su Hongxiu.

Former He Gong.

What the hell!

“The Jiangshan Prayer Seal is still on this kid! We must at least get the Jiangshan
Prayer Seal back!” Someone shouted.

Losing blood is an indisputable fact.

Now their focus has shifted to the Jiangshan Prayer Seal.

For them now, the Jiangshan Prayer Seal is a golden seal to continue to enjoy
happiness in the future.

Absolutely cannot be lost.



So, a group of people, regardless of whether it was three, seven or twenty-one,
attacked Wiliam in a turbulent manner.

Su Hongxiu sighed and stood in front of Wiliam.

She has no face to let Wiliam take action anymore.

Isn’t the ugly state of the cold boaters enough?

Are you going to keep making jokes?

Let Wiliam take action, ho ho…

I am afraid that the word genocide should be taken seriously.

“Su Hongxiu! Get out of the way! Otherwise, I will let you die with this kid today!”
Someone shouted at Su Hongxiu.

But while shouting, the speed of the body did not drop at all.

“Stubborn!” Su Hongxiu just said coldly.

“Then let’s die together!” The energy and palms of many people attacked Su
Hongxiu in unison. For a while, the jungle wind roared loudly, and the leaves
danced wildly.

The momentum is very large.

However, Su Hongxiu only slightly raised a finger.

Her fingers, move forward with thousands of vigor and energy at will!

The wind blows back!

Air blast!

Those cold boaters who rushed over were instantly hit hard under this finger, and
their bodies flew back to the ground, one by one, they fell to the ground and
vomited blood.

Su Hongxiu!

Retire a hundred people with one finger!
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